Angus and Eliza invited their Nanna, Mrs Beck, to share her knowledge of Indigenous culture with us. She brought a map and many interesting artefacts for us to see. The very big didgeridoo was beautifully decorated and we all had a turn to play it. It is very difficult to play. We loved the wooden bowls, a big one and a small one. The big one was very heavy. There were also many interesting photographs. Mrs Beck’s mother was one of the stolen generation.

Angus and Charlie played the didgeridoo with help from Mrs Beck. Angus has played it before and he can play for quite a long time. Bradley and Zac played the clapping sticks.

“I painted a cylinder to make it into a didgeridoo with all colours. I know how to play it. In the olden days girls did not play didgeridoos. It was fun to do.”

Caelin

“We looked at real boomerangs that belong to Mrs Beck, Kurt and Ms. Sloan and some Indigenous weapons too.”

Natalie, Isabelle, Amalia and Eliza
“Blue swimmer crabs are a type of crab and they are blue with swimmers on the back of them.”

Charlie

“My Dreamtime story is that Aboriginal people made rivers by getting water from somewhere else. There are some camps near the water with campfires.”

Morgan

“I used Indigenous colours to paint my boomerangs and didgeridoos. I created a double boomerang.”

Joshua